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H. R. 178 PROPOSES TO GIVE
JUDGES THE POWER TO
“BLUE PENCIL” RESTRICTIVE
COVENANTS
House Resolution 178, which would allow judges to alter
restrictive covenants, cleared one hurdle when it passed the House
Judiciary Committee on February 11, 2010. As the law currently
stands, judges do not have the power to re-write or “blue pencil” a
restrictive covenant which violates Georgia law because it is too broad.
For example, if a restrictive covenant, such as a non-compete is too
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broad because it encompasses too large a geographic area, the judge
cannot enforce the non-compete only for a smaller geographic area he
believes is reasonable. In such a circumstance, the judge would have to
find the entire non-compete void and unenforceable. H. R. 178 would
allow a judge to modify a restrictive covenant to reflect the “original
intent” of the parties, rather than voiding the entire contract.
If H. R. 178 passes the full House and the full Senate, it must
then be signed by Governor Perdue before being placed on the ballot
as a constitutional amendment this fall. Please contact us if you would
like to see the full text of H. R. 178 or if you have questions as to how
this potential change might affect you.
This client alert is intended to inform clients and other interested parties
about legal matters of current interest and is not intended as legal advice.
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